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DISILLUSIONED WITH HIS childhood faith, Jon longs to restore that sense of belonging to

something greater than himself. Enter Jeremiah, magnetic and mysterious founder of the

Brotherhood of the Hebetheus. In Jon, Jeremiah finds a willing disciple for his Ã¢â‚¬Å“newÃ¢â‚¬Â•

religion, and an eager participant in the BrotherhoodÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s daring plan: they will kidnap a

classmate who Jeremiah believes is part of a terrorist cell. By foiling her plot to blow up their school,

the boys of the Hebetheus will command the worldÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s attention, show a righteous religion as

the only real tool to thwart terrorism, and become avenging heroes.But fate and faith have a twist in

store for Jon as the captive girl they call Snake causes him to confront the reflection of what he's

become in her eyes. Will the appeal of a blind faith be enough to sustain JonÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s allegiance?

Or will he be unable to deny the viper glimpsed within himself?From the Hardcover edition.
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Charismatic high school student Jeremiah forms the religious sect Brotherhood of the Hebetheus.

He quickly gains a following amongst his peers including Jon who has lost his childhood faith.



Jeremiah insists he overheard student Padma plans to place a bomb in her locker so she must be

stopped. Seeing glory in preventing a catastrophe as their leader convinced his flock she is a

suicide bomber sent by a local Muslim cell, his disciples abduct Padma.The brethren call Padma

"Snake" for obvious reasons. They incarcerate her in the home of an elderly woman lying dead in

her bed. Jon has doubts with what they did especially as he is attracted to their prisoner. Confusing

matters worse for the jailers is her insistence she is Hindu not Muslim, which brings the issue of

Jeremiah's fallibility to the surface.THE VIPER WITHIN is a fascinating tale that focuses on how a

seemingly nut case can charismatically charm others to follow their path; think of Waco or Manson.

Jeremiah makes the tale interesting as he gains followers who do his bidding even when they

believe it is wrong like the abduction of Padma. Her pleas of innocence and being Hindi is believed

by some of the flock, but most still believe even more in Jeremiah. Although Jon's actions and

reactions seem apparent from the onset, especially his falling for the prisoner in a reverse

Stockholm Syndrome scenario, young adult readers will enjoy this cautionary thriller that proclaims

(perhaps too much) it could happen to almost anyone. Ironically most of the audience will insist this

could not happen to me as the Brotherhood is obviously made up of dolts and losers.Harriet

Klausner

A tedious one-note story. Heavy handed, trite prose. Absolutely awful! I wouldn't recommend this to

anyone. How come  doesn't allow no stars in their reviews?

some parts are very unbelievable as in he would never do this or this couldnt happen but the story

iis good
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